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Abstract

The speciation of calcium carbonate in water is important to the geochemistry of the world’s oceans

and has ignited significant debate regarding the mechanism by which nucleation occurs. Here it is vital

to be able to quantify the thermodynamics of ion pairing versus higher order association processes in

order to distinguish between possible pathways. Given that it is experimentally challenging to quantify

such species, here we determine the thermodynamics for ion pairing and multiple binding of calcium

carbonate species using bias-enhanced molecular dynamics. In order to examine the uncertainties

underlying these results, we have derived a new polarizable force field for both calcium carbonate and

bicarbonate in water based on the AMOEBA model to compare against our earlier rigid ion model,

both of which are further benchmarked against ab initio molecular dynamics for the ion pair. Both

force fields consistently indicate that the association of calcium carbonate ion pairs to form larger

species is stable, though with an equilibrium constant that is lower than for ion pairing itself.
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Introduction

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is one of the most abundant minerals in the natural environment and is often

formed as a product of biomineralization. Carbonate minerals more broadly are also important as a means

for long-term carbon sequestration,1 while also being utilized in a number of industrial processes. Given

this range of contexts in which calcium carbonate is significant, there has been considerable interest in its’

crystallization pathways, something that has been further heightened by the debate regarding so-called

"non-classical" nucleation mechanisms.2 There is already a growing body of evidence that formation of

calcium carbonate is a complex process that can involve multiple steps, which may include formation of

pre-nucleation clusters, liquid-liquid phase separation,3 precipitation of polyamorphs of amorphous calcium

carbonate,4 and transient crystallization to disordered vaterite, depending on the specific conditions, prior

to formation of the stable phase at ambient conditions, calcite.

One of the principal debates regarding calcium carbonate crystallization relates to the speciation that

occurs in aqueous solution prior to the first nucleation event. Experiments in which a calcium-containing

solution is gradually added to an excess of carbonate buffer reveal that a fraction of the calcium ions are

contained within bound species, as detected by an ion-selective electrode. The traditional interpretation

of this binding profile is to assign the linear curve wholly to formation of the calcium carbonate ion pair,

[CaCO3]0. However, the work of Gebauer et al 5 based on analytic ultracentrifugation indicates two peaks

that point to the existence of two separate species distributions, with approximate average dimensions

in nanometer regime. Based on this evidence, they propose a multiple binding model for calcium to

carbonate, which is also consistent with a linear-binding profile for ions in solution.

Given there exist two experimental models, pure ion pairing and multiple binding, that both have

the potential to explain the observed initial speciation of calcium carbonate there have been a number of

attempts to study this system using computer simulations as a means to resolving this dilemma. Tribello

et al 6 used umbrella sampling to study both ion pairing and the dimerization of this species, leading to

the finding that both processes were strongly exergonic with values of approximately 8 and 4 kcal/mol,

respectively. Following an assessment of the thermodynamics of the available force fields, Raiteri et al 7

developed a series of calibrated new models that focused on free energies of hydration and solubility that

led to ion pairing strengths that were in closer agreement to experiment. An important observation, as

highlighted by Kellermeier et al,8 is that ion pairing and indeed crystallization of calcium carbonate in
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general is driven by the favorable entropy that arises from ion dehydration. Demichelis et al 9 studied

the association of calcium carbonate in concentrated solutions leading to the identification of dynamic

polymers of calcium carbonate in water known as DOLLOP. Under some conditions it was possible to

observe dynamic ion cluster formation and dissociation from which equilibrium constants were extracted

that suggest that ion pair association is of similar stability to ion pairing itself in accord with the multiple

binding hypothesis. In contrast, simulations by Smeets et al 10 at lower concentrations suggest that ion

pair association is less favorable. One possible explanation for this discrepancy could be that there is a

change in stability after crossing the binodal beyond which a dense-liquid phase is formed, which occurs

at a saturation index of approximately 2 relative to calcite.66

To date, the majority of simulations of ion association for Ca2+ and CO2−
3 have used either rigid

ion force fields or more occasionally a shell model, though with inaccurate thermodynamics for aqueous

calcium carbonate systems in the latter case. Here we introduce a new force field for this system that is

based on the AMOEBA model,11 which includes not only static multipoles, but self-consistent induced

dipoles. Based on this model we determine the stability for ion pair association up to the tetramer and

examine the influence of including polarization by comparing to data for the best rigid ion model. As a

further means of validation, we compare to results from ab initio molecular dynamics for the case of the

contact to solvent-shared ion pair.

Methods

As the present study involves the development and calibration of a new force field, followed by the ap-

plication to the problem of the initial speciation of calcium carbonate in water, a variety of different

computational techniques have been used as appropriate to the quantity of interest. Below we describe

each of the methods and the computational settings employed for each stage of the development processes

and subsequent application of the force field.

Force field and initial parameterization

Previous studies have shown that it is possible to generate reasonably accurate force fields for ions in

aqueous solution based on simple rigid ion potentials, provided the training set includes all of the rele-

vant thermodynamic quantities of interest, such as hydration free energies. However, the challenge when
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simulating crystallization is that any model must handle all extremes from the aqueous phase, where the

dielectric constant is high, through to the crystalline state where interactions are no longer screened to

the same extent. While fixed charge rigid ion models can capture one extreme or the other, achieving

transferability between the two states is more difficult. This is equally true for water when comparing the

gas phase to the liquid where the dipole moment changes substantially. The obvious solution is to include

polarizability or charge transfer within the force field, though this comes at a computational cost. Many

different approaches to achieve this have been proposed over the last few decades. In the specific context

of mineral systems, there has been extensive use of the shell model, though attempts to generate a reliable

parameterization for water have proven unsuccessful.12,13 Alternatively, damped point ion polarizability

can be utilized and readily extended from dipoles to quadrupoles,14 as well as higher moments if required.

Charge transfer, which is capable of describing some of the same phenomenology, can be included through

schemes such as electronegativity equalization, as used in the ReaxFF approach,15 for example, and has

been previously applied to aqueous calcium carbonate systems.16

In this work we explore the use of the AMOEBA force field, as developed and primarily utilized

for a range of organic and biological problems. Full details of the AMOEBA approach can be found

elsewhere;11,17 in short, it includes static multipoles up to the quadrupole for molecular fragments, aug-

mented by dipolar polarization with Thole damping. Here we use the standard AMOEBA approach in

which the dipole-dipole interactions are solved self-consistently, as opposed to the computationally cheaper

iAMOEBA approximation18 in which the induced on-site dipoles are treated as non-interacting. For the

development of a thermodynamically-based polarizable force field for calcium, carbonate and bicarbonate

in water we started from the AMOEBA03 model,19 whose parameters have been subsequently modified to

correct an error in the ordering of the O–H stretch vibrational modes.20 While initial parameters already

exist for water and Ca2+, it was necessary to develop models for both carbonate and bicarbonate. Here

the standard protocol was followed to generate the reference geometries and charge distributions for both

molecular anions. This involves optimization at the MP2/6-31G* level, followed by a population analysis

with a larger basis set (MP2/6-311G**). The multipole moments were then determined by post-processing

using GDMA,21 followed by poledit. It is important to note that formally the carbonate anion is unstable

in the gas phase and should eject one electron. However, the use of finite atom-centred basis sets makes

the calculation possible.
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Gas phase quantum mechanics

In order to provide reference data for the fitting and validation of short-range interaction parameters within

the AMOEBA force field, we have generated gas phase quantum mechanical data for species involving Ca2+,

bicarbonate and water. In the case of bicarbonate, this is particularly important since there are multiple

distinct interactions between water and the anion based on the carboxylate and hydroxyl groups. Hence

quantities such as the hydration free energy alone are insufficient to determine a unique parameter set.

All gas phase quantum mechanical data for this purpose were generated using the ORCA code (version

4.1.1).22 Geometries were optimized at the ωB97X-D3/ma-def2-QZVPP level of theory,23 which has been

benchmarked and shown to be one of the best performing functionals for thermodynamics in its’ class.

Numerical integrations of the density were performed using Grid4.

Force field optimization and fitting

When refining the AMOEBA parameters against molecular quantum mechanical data, as well as computing

the stability and properties of solid phases, all calculations were performed using an in-house version

of GULP24 that has been modified to include the AMOEBA energy and forces based on Tinker. All

optimizations of solids were performed using the cell parameters as variables, rather than the strain

tensor, and either Newton-Raphson methods, starting from a unit Hessian matrix with BFGS updating,

or conjugate gradients. For solids, the electrostatics were determined using an Ewald summation. Second

derivative properties were derived by central finite differences and in the case of molecular vibrational

frequencies, Eckart purification was applied to separate rotational and translation modes. To compute

the free energies of species in the solid or in vacuo, the quasi-harmonic values were computed at 298.15

K for the optimized structures with respect to internal energy, and so thermal expansion is assumed to

have a negligible effect on the overall thermodynamics. In addition, the zero point energy contribution is

excluded from the free energy, since the objective is to use the force field primarily for molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations.

Hydration free energy

The hydration free energies of Ca2+, CO2−
3 and HCO−3 for the AMOEBA polarizable force field have

been computed using the free energy perturbation25 and Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR) methods26 as
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implemented in TinkerHP (v1.2)27 The solute was placed in a water box of approximately 25 Å in side

and equilibrated at 300 K and 1 atm using the Andersen thermostat and Berendsen barostat. The cell was

then fixed to its average value and the free energy perturbation was carried out at constant volume. Eleven

simulations were run for the perturbation of the electrostatic and van der Waals interactions separately,

with the perturbation parameter λ set to [0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0] for the van der

Waals interactions and to [0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0] for the electrostatic interactions.

A cutoff of 9 Å was used for the van der Waals interactions and the real space part of the electrostatics; the

Ewald summation was used for the reciprocal space part of the electrostatic interactions and the criterion

for the convergence of the self-consistent induced dipoles was set to 10−5. Each simulation was run for

1 ns with a timestep of 1 fs and the atomic coordinates used for the BAR calculations were recorded

every 100 fs. The reported hydration free energies are the average of those computed for the creation

and annihilation of the solute particles and the error was obtained from the BAR code. The finite size

correction for the solvation of ionic species was also included.28 For comparison, we have also computed

the hydration free energy of bicarbonate based on a modified version of our earlier rigid ion force field,

which was computed with LAMMPS29 following the same procedure described in our previous work for

calcium and carbonate.30

Hydration properties

Standard NVT MD simulations have also been run with the OpenMM31 code to characterize the hydration

structure and properties of the calcium, carbonate and bicarbonate ions in water. The equations of motions

were integrated with the velocity Verlet algorithm and the temperature was maintained at 300 K by using

the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Each simulation was at least 5 ns long. The self-diffusion coefficient of

species i was computed using the Einstein equation;

DL
i = lim

t→∞

1
6

〈∣∣∣∣∣r(t) − r(0)
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
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in three different cubic boxes, L =25 Å, L =50 Å and L =75 Å, and extrapolated to infinite size to remove

any finite size effects using the equation;

D∞ = DL + kBTζ

6πηL

where η is the system viscosity and ζ = 2.837297.32

Ab initio molecular dynamics

To complement the gas phase benchmark quantum mechanical data, we have also used ab initio molecular

dynamics in order to provide information on the species in solution for comparison with the force field re-

sults. Here all calculations have been performed using the program CP2K33 using the Gaussian-planewave

approach of the Quickstep module.34 The majority of simulations have been performed using the BLYP

exchange-correlation functional,35,36 with occasionally PBE being used for comparison to determine the

sensitivity to the choice of GGA. In both cases dispersion corrections were included using the D3 approach

of Grimme and co-workers.37 The norm-conserving pseudopotentials of Goedecker-Teter-Hutter38 were

used, with a small core for Ca, in conjunction with the triple-zeta double polarized basis set (TZV2P)

except for the more ionic case of Ca2+ where DZVP was chosen instead. The auxiliary basis set planewave

cutoff was set to be at least 300 Ry. Solution of the Kohn-Sham equations was achieved by using the

orbital transformation algorithm with full kinetic preconditioning.39

All ab initio molecular dynamic simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble at a temperature of

330 K with a hydrogen mass of 2 amu. This set of conditions was selected based on previous observations

that the use of an elevated temperature partially compensates for the over-structuring of liquid water

by most GGA functionals. As will be shown later, based on the force field data, the use of a higher

temperature might lead to a small over-stabilization of ion pairs, though the magnitude is likely to be of

the order of thermal energy and therefore no greater than the statistical uncertainty in any thermodynamic

properties computed. A time step of 0.5 fs was used, while temperature control was maintained using the

canonical sampling through rescaling of velocities algorithm.40

To provide comparative data for the hydration structure of ions in water, unbiased molecular dynamics

was performed for each ion in a cubic box of water with a side length of at least 14.3 Å. Initial coordinates

were taken from equilibrated force field simulations and then run using ab initio molecular dynamics for
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at least 50 ps. In addition to these simulations, runs were also performed to examine the formation of the

calcium carbonate ion pair in water. To do this requires at least 2 collective variables; one that relates to

the separation of the ions (in this case the Ca-C distance), and also the Ca-water coordination number.

Unlike the force field simulations, it is not feasible to sample the equilibrium calcium hydration state over

the potential energy surface without an accelerating bias, given that the timescale for water exchange

is comparable to the duration of the run. Here we have used both 2-D umbrella sampling (PBE-D3)

and metadynamics (BLYP-D3) based on these collective variables in order to assess the reliability of the

approaches when used with the relatively meagre statistics available from ab initio molecular dynamics

with current computational resources. For the metadynamics simulations, ten walkers were used with

an initial Gaussian height of 2 kJ/mol, a width of 0.2 Å or 0.1 for distance and coordination number,

respectively, and well-tempering with a ∆T of 1500 K. For the umbrella sampling, 205 umbrellas were

ultimately used to span the two-dimensional space, with umbrellas being added as necessary to ensure

overlapping distributions. The spring constants varied between 1-4 eV/Å2 and 0.05-0.1 eV for the distance

and coordination number collective variables, respectively. In both cases the cumulative simulation time

over all walkers/umbrellas was of the order of 1 ns.

Ion binding free energy

All molecular dynamics simulations for the calculations of the binding free energies with the rigid ion force

field were computed using LAMMPS,29 while TinkerHP27 was used for the ion pairing free energies with

the AMOEBA polarizable force field. The OpenMM31 code was instead used to compute the AMOEBA

multiple binding free energies, which required larger simulation cells, due to its better performance on GPUs

using mixed precision.41,42 The open-source, community-developed PLUMED library,43 version 2.5,44 was

used for all the ion binding free energy calculations.

The multiple walker well-tempered metadynamics45–47 technique was used to reconstruct the binding

free energy as a function of the distance between the centers of mass of the two binding species, which

were either individual molecules or small clusters. In the case of small clusters, a restraining potential was

added to ensure that the cluster remained bound. This was achieved by restraining the calcium distance

or the calcium by carbonate coordination number within the cluster.48 The classical molecular dynamics

simulations were run following the same protocol as in our previous work.8 The AMOEBA simulations

were run with at least 20 independent walkers and a bias factor of 5. The temperature was controlled
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with a Langevin thermostat, the equation of motions were integrated with a time step of 1 fs and the

convergence criterion for the self-consistent induced dipoles used was again set to 10−5. The biasing

potential was constructed by successive additions of Gaussians laid every 0.5 ps, which had an initial

height of 2.6 kJ/mol and width 0.2 Å, and at least 128,000 Gaussians were deposited. The convergence of

the free energy calculation was checked by ensuring that the final height of the Gaussians was less than

0.01 kJ/mol in the relevant areas of the free energy landscape. An upper wall to the distance was also

used to limit the collective variable (CV) space explored. Because of the fast water exchange rate around

the calcium ion, relative to the length of the classical MD simulations, it was deemed unnecessary to use

the calcium by water coordination number as a second collective variable. The calcium bicarbonate and

carbonate ion pairing free energies were also computed at different temperatures in the range 290-350 K.

At each temperature the water density had been previously equilibrated by using a Monte Carlo barostat49

with a target pressure of 1 atm.

The calculation of the binding free energy of the 2 formula unit cluster has been calculated following

three different pathways, by addition of one ion pair to another one, or by successive addition of Ca2+ or

CO2−
3 ions. From a thermodynamic stand point, the three pathways should give the same formation free

energy of the 2 formula unit cluster. However, because of the complexity and unavoidable statistical errors

in the calculations a certain discrepancy between the three pathways has to be expected. For both the

rigid ion force field and AMOEBA calculations the maximum discrepancy observed is about 3 kJ/mol (i.e.

close to ambient thermal energy), which could be seen as an indication of the precision of the calculations.

In the case of the rigid ion force field, the same procedure was carried out for the calculation of the

formation free energy of a 3 formula unit cluster, while this was too demanding for the AMOEBA force

field. Analogously the formation free energy of a 4 formula unit cluster was computed only via the direct

addition of an ion pair to the (CaCO0
3)3 cluster.

Results and Discussion

Parameterization of AMOEBA

The objective of the current study is to develop a thermodynamically accurate model for aqueous calcium

carbonate chemistry based on a polarizable force field. As the AMOEBA model already offers a good
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description of water, and has a more sophisticated treatment of higher multipole moment contributions

to the electrostatic energy than the majority of other force fields, we decided to use this as the starting

point for further parameterization. There are several variants of the AMOEBA parameters for water, most

notable the 2003 and 2014 models.19,20 Here we have chosen to use the AMOEBA03 water as the basis for

our model as it was found to more readily fit both the hydration free energy and water coordination of Ca2+

within the constraints imposed by the combination rules. As noted above, there is a more recent AMOEBA

water model (AMOEBA14), however, because of the use of combination rules, the parameters developed

in this work cannot be used with the AMOEBA14 water model without appropriate reparameterization.

Having adopted a parameter set for water, the next step is to create initial models for carbonate

(CO2−
3 ) and bicarbonate (HCO−3 ) as the two key anions of interest. Here we followed the traditional

procedure of performing gas phase quantum mechanical calculations to determine the optimized geometry

and charge density, followed by subsequent multipole analysis in order to define the charges, dipoles and

quadrupoles which were then held fixed. Initial polarizabilities and short-range interaction parameters

were then assigned based on similar functional groups already present within the AMOEBA03 library,

such as carboxylate and hydroxyl groups. Similarly, existing parameters for calcium ions50 were taken as

a starting point.

In the first stage of parameter refinement we examined the properties of the three ions in aqueous

solution. An important quantity for a thermodynamically-focused force field is the hydration free energy

of the ions and so this was selected as a target quantity for the fitting process. Because single ion hydration

free energies are not directly obtainable from experiment, there is considerable variability in some of the

literature values. In particular, for Ca2+ the values range between -1444 and -1527 kJ/mol.51,52 In our

earlier fitting of a rigid ion model with SPC/Fw, the lower bound to the hydration free energy was

reproduced. One of the reasons for this is that in the absence of a polarizable water model it is not

possible to obtained hydration free energies that are more negative than this without having calcium-water

distances that are too short, which then has negative consequences for the water coordination number and

dynamics of water exchange. With the use of AMOEBA water this constraint is lifted and so it is possible

to reappraise the choice of the most appropriate experimental hydration free energy. Quantum mechanical

calculations of Ca2+ surrounded by an explicit shell of either six or seven water molecules embedded in a

polarizable continuum model yield hydration free energies that are more exergonic than -1500 kJ/mol and

so it was decided to lower the target free energy commensurately for this model. In the case of bicarbonate,
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there is also a range of literature values from -335 to -368 kJ/mol.52,53 As per Ca2+, the rigid ion force field

was limited to yielding a hydration free energy beyond the upper bound due to the compromise between

solvent structure and thermodynamics, whereas for the AMOEBA-based model we are able to obtain a

value that sits at the mid point of the literature range. Finally, for carbonate the hydration free energy

must be regarded as having considerable uncertainty since it is a hypothetical reaction. Hence we take

the same target value from the literature as in the case of our previous non-polarizable force field. A full

comparison of the final hydration free energies is given in Table 1.

Alongside the fitting of the solvation free energy, we also considered information on the hydration

structure of each species in water. This is particularly important for the case of bicarbonate where there

is an ambiguity based on the hydration free energy alone since it depends on how the interaction strength

is partitioned between the carboxylate and hydroxyl regions of the anion. To handle this, molecular

quantum mechanical calculations were first performed to compute the binding energy and intermolecular

distances for water molecules coordinating to the species in vacuo. This data was then used to perform

an initial refinement of the short-range interaction parameters. Subsequently, as well as computing the

hydration free energy in bulk water, we also determined the radial distribution functions (RDFs) for

the water surrounding the species for comparison with the results of ab initio molecular dynamics, both

from previous literature and as computed in this study with the addition of dispersion corrections. The

RDFs for the final parameters for carbonate and bicarbonate are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

Considering the simpler case of carbonate first, the AMOEBA water structure is in excellent agreement

with that computed at the BLYP-D3 level of theory based on the peak positions, with the only slight

discrepancy being the narrower peak width and therefore greater height for the inner peak. Of course

it is also important to note that the statistical quality of the AMOEBA data is far higher due to the

short run lengths accessible to ab initio methods at present. While the rigid ion force field also gives

a good description of the water structure around the oxygen atoms of carbonate, there is a noticeable

error in the RDF between carbon of carbonate and oxygen of water, which is distinctly bimodal. One of

the likely reasons for the improvement in this regard by the AMOEBA model is the inclusion of atom-

centred quadrupoles to improve the electrostatic potential of carbonate in the out of plane direction where

this interaction occurs. Turning now to consider the case of bicarbonate, there is an obvious strong

correspondence between the RDFs obtained from DFT and AMOEBA; the only issue is that there is a

systematic shift for AMOEBA by 0.2 Å to longer distances. This discrepancy may point to the DFT
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results, at least at the BLYP-D3 level, being more consistent with the exergonic extreme of the literature

hydration free energy range. As per the case of carbonate, the AMOEBA model performs much better

than the rigid ion force field in describing the RDFs, where the latter model tends to overestimate the

strength of the hydrogen bond from H of bicarbonate to water, while underestimating the strength of the

hydrogen bond accepted by the carboxylate group. Importantly, the present fit for AMOEBA shows a

good balance between the two different functional groups of bicarbonate.

To complement and supplement the data from the RDFs, further properties of the ions in bulk aqueous

solution are given in Table 2. Across the whole suite of data the AMOEBA model is almost uniformly in

better agreement with experiment than the non-polarizable force field, or at least no worse. Our new model

exhibits uniformly lower self-diffusion coefficients bringing the values closer to experimental estimates. For

the calcium cation both force field models are consistent with a range of hydration states spanning 6, 7 and

8 water first neighbors, and the average is 7.2 in both cases. The carbonate ion now yields a slightly lower

number of directly hydrogen bonded water molecules more in line with other literature estimates, while

bicarbonate shows the reverse trend when changing to the polarizable model. The water residence times

for the AMOEBA model were calculated following the same procedure used in Ref. 54 and are comparable

to those for the rigid ion force field (see Table 2).

Having determined an AMOEBA parameter set that provides a good overall description of the ions in

water, the next step is to be able to reproduce the relative thermodynamics of the solid state for calcium

carbonate. To do this, we consider the solubility via the free energy of dissolution for calcite which is well

known experimentally. As for our earlier force fields, we determine this by calculating the free energy of

the solid phase (excluding zero point energy for compatibility with molecular dynamics) and then taking

the difference with the sum of the hydration free energies, plus corrections for gas phase contributions. In

principle, no further parameters are required to simulate calcite once the ions have been fitted in water since

the calcium-carbonate short-range interactions are determined by combination rules. However, because

we wish to fit the solubility some additional modification is required. One option is to introduce pair-wise

specific values of epsilon and sigma. However, because this is not supported by all implementations of

AMOEBA (specifically that of OpenMM on GPUs) we have avoided this approach for now. Instead, we

choose to add an exponential repulsion between calcium and the oxygen of carbonate as a supplementary

short-range contribution that is tapered to zero over 3 Å to a cut-off of 9 Å. Here the exponent was fixed

and only the scale factor varied in order to fit the stability of calcite. The resulting free energy of dissolution
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and optimized structural and mechanical properties of calcite are compared in Table 3. The optimized

cell parameters for calcite using the augmented AMOEBA model closely match the experimental values

to within +0.33% and -0.06 % for a and c, respectively, which is superior to the rigid ion force field. It

should be noted that here we are comparing optimized structures at 0 K with experimental data at room

temperature, though given the thermal expansion coefficients of calcite are of the order of 10−5 K−1 or less

then this does not significantly alter the quality of the comparison. The dissolution free energy of calcite

with AMOEBA is also very close to the experimental value. Note that the tabulated value is computed

based on lattice dynamics (i.e. quantized phonons), but could also be computed based on equipartition

theory to approximate the result of a molecular dynamics simulation, in which case a value of +49.3

kJ/mol is obtained. Hence the two theoretical estimates bracket the experimental range. Mechanically,

the AMOEBA parameterization gives calcite properties that are too hard, as is generally the case for force

fields that adopt formal charges, despite the ability of polarization to offset this to some extent. Given the

objective here is to obtain accurate thermodynamics, we have prioritized this and structural properties

over the mechanical behavior, which is less critical in the context of crystallization.

An important objective of employing a polarizable force field model is to try to achieve greater trans-

ferability between solution phase and low dielectric environments. Hence we can also compare how well

the final parameters perform against the data used to determine the initial interaction parameters with

water. Furthermore, in the case of the calcium bicarbonate interaction, where there is no solubility data

to compare to, it also provides a means of validating the thermodynamics. The comparison of the results

for the final parameters against the reference QM data for the gas phase are given in Table 4. The benefits

of the inclusion of polarizability are clearly seen in the results for a calcium cation interacting with water.

Here the rigid ion model underestimates the binding of a single water molecule, but overestimates the

strength of water coordination for six or seven molecules, which is close to the environment in solution.

In contrast, the AMOEBA model follows the trend of the QM data, though slightly underestimates the

binding energy in each case. Further refinement might be possible by varying the polarizability of water,

though this was not attempted here due to the risk of adversely changing some other property of the water

model. It should be noted that the error in the binding energy per water is of the order of kBT at ambient

conditions, which is acceptable.

When comparing the gas phase quantum mechanical results versus AMOEBA for bicarbonate hydra-

tion then the force field systematically underestimates the strength of interaction, as shown by both the
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energetics and the hydrogen bonding distances. This accords with the observation presented above for the

RDFs of bicarbonate in bulk water. Collectively, these results are suggestive of the literature hydration

free energy of bicarbonate being insufficiently exergonic since the fitting of this quantity largely dictates

the overall strength of binding.

The final parameters of the rigid ion force field for bicarbonate and of the AMOEBA model for aqueous

calcium carbonate and bicarbonate systems are given in Supplementary Information.

Benchmarking models for calcium carbonate ion pairing in water

The ion pairing of calcium carbonate has already been studied extensively in the past, both experimen-

tally and computationally.8,55,56 Here the objective is to benchmark how well our AMOEBA-based model

performs in this regard. Shown in Figure 3 are the ion pairing free energies as a function of ion separation

at 300 K for both calcium carbonate and calcium bicarbonate. In both cases the curves align well with

the theoretical long-range limit for two charged particles in a dielectric medium (based on the dielectric

constant of the appropriate water model), plus the entropy for the radial volume of the state. The dielectric

constant for the AMOEBA 03 water was taken from Ref. 20. This demonstrates that both calculations are

well-converged and allows the determination of the arbitrary shift in the free energy, as well as to extract

the binding free energy at standard conditions by assuming that the bound state includes both the contact

and solvent-shared minima.30 For the case of calcium carbonate, there are several clear differences in the

free energy landscape between the rigid ion force field and AMOEBA. Firstly, AMOEBA suggests that the

bidentate contact ion pair is the stable form, while the monodentate configuration is effectively a point of

inflection; in contrast the rigid ion force field gives the opposite order of stability with a weak minimum

for bidentate coordination. Secondly, the overall depth of the well for the contact ion pair is diminished

in the case of AMOEBA. Thirdly, and finally, AMOEBA suggests that there is a more significant barrier

of approximately 16 kJ/mol to forming the contact ion pair, while our previous force field gave a barrier

comparable to kBT. Interestingly, in the case of the ion pairing free energy curve for calcium bicarbonate

the first of these observations is reversed when comparing the two models, while both give a similar and

more substantial barrier to dehydration of the solvent-shared state on route to the contact ion pair.

Given the differences between the rigid ion and polarizable model for the CaCO0
3 ion pair it is important

to seek further validation. Henzler et al 57 have previously computed the free energy of ion pairing for the

system using ab initio molecular dynamics at the BLYP-D2/DZ level based on umbrella sampling. In
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many regards their free energy profile up to an ion separation of ≈4.5 Å agrees well with the present

AMOEBA result, in that the bidentate contact ion pair is the more stable state, the relative depth of

this to the solvent-shared state is similar, and there is an increased barrier height between these two

aforementioned states. Despite this seemingly favorable comparison, there is considerable uncertainty

regarding the DFT free energy since it was determined using a single distance collective variable, even

though the hydration state of the ions may not reach equilibrium on the timescale of 45 ps available to

each umbrella. Consequently we decided to perform further ab initio molecular dynamics in this case

using similar levels of theory, but a larger basis set (BLYP-D3/TZ2P and PBE-D3/TZ2P). Importantly,

the free energy was mapped in 2D using both the Ca-C distance and the coordination number of calcium

by oxygen of water in a manner similar to the force field simulations. Recently it has been shown that

water exchange at carbonate has a timescale of the order of 12.7 ps from ab initio molecular dynamics,58

while estimates for calcium are far slower and typically lie in the range of 60-80 ps.59,60 It should be noted

that the water exchange rate of calcium is particularly sensitive to the coordination number; exchange

within between 6, 7 and 8 waters being faster than states where less than 6 waters are present, such as at

surfaces.54 Based on this the choice is made to only bias the solvation of the cation in order to minimize

the number of collective variables. The resulting 2-D free energy maps and integrated 1-D profiles are

shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

Analysis of the free energy landscape for ion pairing from ab initio molecular dynamics shows that both

the contact and solvent-shared ion pair states are composed of multiple minima. For the contact ion pair

there are two distinct minima each for the bidentate and monodentate states that differ in the number of

waters coordinated to Ca2+, with the values being 4/5 and 5/6, respectively. Arguably, there may be a

further minimum for the bidentate case with 6 waters, though this currently appears as an extension of the

monodentate basin with no discernible separating barrier. For both coordinations of carbonate to calcium

it appears that 5 waters of hydration are preferred for the cation. The 2D free energy landscape also

provides insight into the mechanism for contact ion pair formation: The most probable pathway is that

the solvent-shared ion pair with 6-fold water coordination transitions to the contact ion pair first, followed

by subsequent loss of a water molecule to the favored state with 5 waters of hydration for the cation. The

fact that one of the activated steps along the pathway is orthogonal to the Ca-C distance demonstrates

why it is important to sample the free energy with an extra collective variable for the coordination number.

Even with two collective variables it is important to sound a note of caution as to the likely convergence
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of the free energy landscape. During analysis of the configurations sampled from the umbrellas it was

observed that the solvent-shared ion pair often exhibited a structure where two water molecules that were

coordinated via oxygen to Ca2+ both formed a hydrogen bond to the carbonate ion. This state, with two

bridging waters that are strongly polarized by the electric field between the ions, is particularly stable

and exists with a timescale that is likely to exceed the length of any single umbrella. Although it is not

completely orthogonal to the distance collective variable, there is a risk of incomplete sampling for the run

lengths currently accessible to ab initio molecular dynamics. Attempts to include a third collective variable

based on the combined probability of water being bonded to calcium and carbonate were unsuccessful due

to the slow convergence of the 3D free energy landscape.

Considering in more detail the solvent-shared ion pair, there is competition between a calcium coor-

dination number by water of 6 and 7, with the former being the more stable minimum. No minimum for

eight-coordination was observed, which is likely to exist for the solvent-separated ion pair and beyond to

the dissociated ions. Because of the small size of the simulation box (14.3 Å), this limits the distance to

which the free energy can be sampled with a wall being placed just inside half the box length to ensure

a dominant nearest image. An additional set of simulations were performed with a larger box size (18.11

Å) in order to explore the distance range from the solvent-shared ion pair out to the solvent-separated ion

pair. In the region of overlap between the two boxes similar free energy landscapes were obtained, with

the larger box showing two channels for dissociation based on either the 6- or 7-fold water coordination of

calcium. This differs from the rigid ion force field results where 7- and 8-fold coordination are the preferred

hydration states in this region.

In Figure 5, the free energy profiles for ion pairing as a function of just the Ca-C distance are shown after

integrating out the cation-water coordination number collective variable. Here we compare the results of

independent runs with both umbrella sampling and metadynamics based on two different GGA functionals,

both with dispersion corrections. As is evident, in the region that spans the contact ion through to the

solvent-shared ion pair both enhanced sampling methods and functionals give excellent agreement with

differences that are likely to be of the order of the statistical convergence of the data. This indicates that

the results are not likely to be strongly sensitive to which form of GGA is used, though a greater shift

might be expected for those that are parameterized for optimal performance in the solid-state. At distances

above 5 Å the two free energy curves deviate. This is almost certainly due to the rapidly expanding volume

of configuration space for larger distances making it hard to converge the increasingly important entropic
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contribution. Given this, and the limited timescales of ab initio molecular dynamics, the free energy past

5 Å should be disregarded due to the incomplete sampling.

When comparing the 1D free energy profile between the present study and the previously published

curve of Henzler et al.57 then there are some clear differences, even though both are nominally GGA

calculations using a similar sized unit cell. In particular, the order of stability between the contact and

solvent-separated ion pairs is reversed, in addition to quantitative differences in the barrier heights. The

main differences in the methodology are that this study uses a larger basis set (TZ2P vs DZ as stated by

Henzler et al) and in the present case a second collective variable was included to accelerate the sampling of

the cation hydration state that leads to multiple overlapping minima at the same distance. In addition, two

sets of simulations were performed here with different enhanced sampling techniques leading to essentially

identical results. Based on this collective evidence, it seems likely that the present results should be a

more accurate reflection of the converged GGA result. A further point of difference is that Henzler et al

used a temperature of 300 K, whereas in this work we chose to use the elevated temperature of 330 K to

correct for the overstructuring of liquid water by the GGA functionals, as proposed in the literature.61 It

should be noted that the elevated temperature will also facilitate a greater sampling of the configuration

space, again aiding convergence. However, this raises the question of whether the difference in contact ion

pair stability is just a consequence of the temperature change. There are two reasons to believe this is not

the cause of the discrepancy: Firstly, as will be shown later, the free energy of the ion pair decreases with

increasing temperature and thus the effect of temperature goes in the opposite direction to the discrepancy.

Secondly, the magnitude of the difference is also quantitatively larger than the change in free energy with

temperature over this range.

Having argued for the veracity of the current DFT-based free energy profiles, this creates the seemingly

unfortunate situation that the GGA results disagree with those of AMOEBA in terms of the relative

stability of the two inner ion pair states, though the initial barrier to go from the solvent-shared ion pair

to the contact one does agree nicely. At this point it is necessary to consider the systematic errors that

might be associated with the DFT results. One obvious issue is that the ab initio molecular dynamics

is necessarily performed in a small periodic cell, whereas the force field results are examined in detail to

ensure convergence with respect to cell length. Based on the force field models it is straightforward to test

the likely magnitude of the error associated with using a cell of dimension 14.3 Å in comparison to a much

larger unit cell. The smaller cell does indeed lead to a positive shift in the free energy of binding for the ion
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pair, though this only accounts for ∼3 kJ/mol. A more difficult to quantify contribution is the intrinsic

error due to the limitations of the generalized gradient approximation as one of the lower rungs of Perdew’s

Jacob’s Ladder.62 Certainly, assessments of possible thermochemical errors from GGA functionals would

be consistent with the magnitude of the issue here, though free energies in solvent are rarely part of such

benchmarks due to the lack of robust data. A specific known weakness of GGA functionals is a tendency

to exaggerate delocalization of charge, which could be a problem for an anion such as carbonate where

the second electron affinity is positive. To test the influence of charge transfer, free energy profiles were

recomputed for calcium carbonate ion pairing based on the rigid ion force field, but with varying amounts

of negative charge transferred from the oxygens of carbonate to calcium, as shown in Figure 6. It can

be seen that the reduction from formal charges to partial charges indeed destabilizes the contact ion pair

relative to the solvent-shared state. Transfer of only 0.24 of an electron would be sufficient to account for

the difference between the force field and DFT results.

To further resolve the question as to whether the problem is that the DFT simulations fail to localize

the charge on carbonate, or instead whether the force field is too ionic, we have run a limited number

of ab initio molecular dynamics runs using a hybrid functional. Guidon et al 63 demonstrated that the

addition of 50% Hartree-Fock exchange to PBE was sufficient to change an excess electron in liquid water

from being delocalized to localized. Therefore we have used PBE0, but with twice as much Hartree-Fock

exchange to try to sure that a more localized anion charge distribution is sampled. By averaging the

Mulliken charges of the carbonate anion over the simulations for both PBE and PBE0(50%) it was found

that indeed the carbonate was more negative in the hybrid simulations by the order of 0.25 electrons.

Ultimately, the proof that GGA simulations will underestimate the stability of the contact ion pair must

come from the free energy. While it is too computationally expensive to sample the full 2D landscape

with hybrid functionals, we have used umbrella sampling to map the free energy difference between the

contact and solvent-shared ion pair for the case where the water coordination number of Ca2+ remains at

5, since this only requires a single collective variable. The comparison between the 1-D free energy profiles

for this transition are shown in Figure 7. This demonstrates that the inclusion of a substantial proportion

of Hartree-Fock exchange not only helps to localize the negative charge on the carbonate ion, but also

stabilizes the contact ion pair by ∼3-4 kJ/mol. Importantly, by equalizing the stability of the contact and

solvent-shared ion pair states, this now agrees better with the result of the AMOEBA model.

As a final critical examination of the performance of our new polarizable model, the ion pairing free
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energy for calcium carbonate can be plotted as a function of temperature for comparison to experiment

(Figure 8). Corresponding enthalpy and entropy changes for formation of the CaCO0
3 ion pair have been

obtained by a linear fit to the data and are shown in Table 5. The key observation is that the new AMOEBA

model is in good agreement with the experimental data across the range of accessible temperatures and

consistently improves upon the rigid ion force field result. This improvement cannot be attributed to either

a superior enthalpy or entropy of ion pairing, but instead is a consequence of cancellation of errors due

to increased values for both quantities in the AMOEBA model. However, it should be noted that there

are larger uncertainties on the AMOEBA data due to the greater computational cost leading to slightly

shorter run lengths, though the uncertainties are not dissimilar to those on the experimental fits.

Ion pairing for calcium bicarbonate in water

Although there is a strong focus on calcium carbonate ion pairing in water as a precursor to crystallization,

it is also important to account for the speciation of bicarbonate as this is often the more numerous anion

at typical pH conditions, especially in the environment. Hence we have also generated an AMOEBA-based

model for calcium bicarbonate ion pairing. In addition, we have modified our earlier parameterization of

a rigid ion force field for bicarbonate to correct deficiencies in both the hydration structure of this anion

and the overestimation of ion pair stability. The ion pairing free energy at 300 K as a function of Ca-C

distance is shown in Figure 3. Both force fields give very similar profiles, except for the contact ion pair

state, with the rigid ion model even reproducing the dehydration barrier from the solvent-shared state,

unlike in the case of CaCO0
3. As for the carbonate ion pair, the two force fields give opposing relative

stabilities for bidentate versus monodentate coordination, though now in the inverse direction; AMOEBA

favors monodentate coordination for the contact ion pair, while the rigid ion model essentially only has a

minimum for the bidentate configuration.

Extended comparison of the overall thermodynamics for the CaHCO+
3 ion pair as a function of temper-

ature is shown in Figure 9 with the results of linear fits to determine the enthalpy and entropy components

given in Table 6. The plots of free energy show that there is far greater uncertainty regarding the exper-

imental data, especially at elevated temperatures. Here our force field models are more consistent with

the slope of the Plummer and Busenberg results, while the other literature values suggest higher entropy

changes. Similarly, the computational data more closely aligns with the enthalpy of these authors with

the rigid ion and AMOEBA bracketing this experimental value. If we focus on the free energy at ambient
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conditions, where there is least uncertainty for all experiments, then the rigid ion and AMOEBA values

are less and more exergonic than experiment, respectively. However, the discrepancy is below 2 kJ/mol in

both cases, which is less than kBT at ambient conditions and comparable to the scatter of the experimental

values.

Multiple binding equilibria for calcium carbonate

Having validated the AMOEBA model for aqueous calcium carbonate systems it is now possible to apply

this to the question of the thermodynamics of multiple binding equilibria. There has been considerable

debate as to whether the association of calcium carbonate ion pairs occurs in solution and, if so, how does

this vary as the size of the species grows?57,64 Here we use metadynamics in conjunction with both the

AMOEBA and rigid ion force fields to address these questions. Due to the limitations on the number of

collective variables that can be effectively sampled, we have examined association processes where either

individual cations or anions are added to an ion pair, or a pre-formed ion pair is used as the growth unit.

During these reactions, ion pairs are constrained to remain together. Results for the thermodynamics of

association for species consisting of up to 4 ion pairs are shown schematically in Figure 10. Overall, it

can be seen that the rigid ion and AMOEBA force fields exhibit similar trends, though the former for the

large part yields more negative free energies than the latter, in line with the intrinsic stability of a single

ion pair.

Starting from the initial ion pair, addition of either Ca2+ or CO2−
3 is exergonic, though the addition of

a further ion of opposite charge to produce the second ion pair is more so. The sum of these values can

be compared with the free energy for direct association of two ion pairs. In the case of the rigid ion force

field there is good agreement between the results for these two pathways, as would be expected according

to Hess’s Law, while for the AMOEBA case the poorer statistics mean that there is a greater discrepancy.

Regardless of this, the standard free energy for association of two ion pairs is estimated to lie between -5.8

and -12.5 kJ/mol based on the six values obtained from the different models and pathways, though with all

bar one value being clustered between -5.8 and -7.7 kJ/mol, suggesting the most exergonic value could be

an outlier. For the addition of a further ion pair, the ion by ion additions to (CaCO3)2 were only computed

via the rigid ion force field, leading to values that are similar to those for adding individual ions to the

single ion pair. Again the associations of a third or fourth ion pair are found to have favorable standard

free energies with values in the range of -4.6 to -10 kJ/mol depending on the force field and pathway. If
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we focus on the values for direct addition of a pre-formed ion pair, the exergonic association standard free

energy to form larger aggregates appears to be constant with increasing size since any variations lie within

the statistical uncertainty of the calculations. Our findings seem to be consistent with the assumption

made by Kellermeier et al65 that the association free energy for larger clusters is constant (Table 7), albeit

in our case it is smaller than the ion pairing free energy, as was instead assumed in their paper. One of

the challenges here is that the structure of the ion association species is highly dynamic, as previously

noted for DOLLOP species.9 Therefore the use of constraints and a limited set of collective variables for

sequential addition becomes increasingly problematic as the average cluster size grows. Hence the true

free energy may be lower than the value computed here if the constraints were removed.

Previously, we have computed the free energies for ion pairing and ion pair association in a different

way that used direct simulation.9 Here ions were placed at high concentrations in a simulation box and

the speciation monitored. Under selected conditions of low pH (i.e. high ratio of bicarbonate to carbonate

ions), it was possible to obtain dynamic equilibrium leading to a converged cluster size distribution,

despite being heavily supersaturated. Fitting equilibrium constants for a multiple binding model to this

system it was possible to extract free energies of -20 and -22 kJ/mol for ion pairing and ion pair association,

respectively. While there is reasonable agreement for the ion pair formation thermodynamics (while noting

the force field is not exactly the same), our present values for ion pair association are about one third of

these previous values. There are several possible reasons for this discrepancy: Firstly, the direct fitting

was for very high concentrations and so the free energy relative to the dilute dissociated regime may never

be sampled. Secondly, the dielectric constant of the medium will decrease as the concentration of ions

increases, though the increased electrostatic screening due to higher ionic strength would outweigh this

effect (the CaCO0
3 pairing free energy as a function of the ionic strength is reported in the SI). Thirdly,

it was subsequently shown that binodal separation of a dense-liquid phase occurs in this system and the

concentration of the simulation lies well past the point where this transformation should take place.66 As

a result, it seems likely that the equilibrium constants may well be more representative of those for the

dense-liquid phase, rather than dilute solution as is the case in the present study.
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Conclusions

In this study we have derived a new polarizable model for aqueous calcium carbonate based on the more

sophisticated electrostatic treatment incorporated within the AMOEBA force field. As a result, this has

led to the creation of a means of obtaining improved thermodynamics for the aqueous speciation of this

system. In particular, the standard free energy of ion pairing to form CaCO0
3 is significantly improved

relative to our earlier rigid ion force field while targeting similar fitting quantities, such as the ion hydration

free energies and the solubility of calcite. Not only is the thermodynamics improved, but there are also

enhancements in the solvation structure around the species, as well as the transferability between solution

and low dielectric environments, such as the gas phase.

Finally, we have used our new model to compute the multiple binding equilibria for calcium carbonate

ion pairs in water. In line with our earlier work that used unbiased MD to directly obtain equilibrium

constants for association of species, we find the standard free energy for such associations is favorable and

largely constant, or perhaps very slightly decreasing, with increasing cluster size. Although the two sets

of results are in qualitative agreement, there are quantitative differences with the standard free energies

computed here being substantially less exergonic and smaller in magnitude than that for ion pairing itself,

rather than comparable to it. That said, the equilibrium constants for association of all species beyond ion

pairing alone are greater than 1 and are thus favorable, though because of the typically low concentrations

of calcium carbonate solutions (mM) the fraction of higher species will remain small, at least until the

binodal is reached. To verify the consistency of the current thermodynamics for multiple binding with

experiment we have constructed a speciation model within PHREEQC.67 In line with experiment and the

previous results of Smeets et al,10 we obtain a linear-binding profile over the experimentally accessible

range of concentrations.
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Table 1: Solvation free energies of water, calcium and carbonate in water computed using the AMOEBA
force field developed in this work. Experimental values, as well as the results of our earlier rigid ion force
field, are also given for comparison. All energies are in kJ/mol.

Solvation free energy Rigid ion force field AMOEBA Experiment
H2O -27.6 -23.6 -26.468
Ca2+ -1444 -1493 ± 5 -1444/-1505/-1515/-152751–53,69
CO2−

3 -1315 -1314 ± 3 -1315/-132452,53
HCO−3 -324 -346 ± 1 -335/-343/-36852,53,69
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Table 2: Structural and dynamical properties of the ions in water at 300 K computed from unbiased MD
simulations. The uncertainty on the AMOEBA and rigid ion force field simulations is on the last digit
shown. The rigid ion force field results for the bicarbonate are for the potential developed in this work
while those for calcium and carbonate are for the potential described in Ref. 30. The water potential
is SPC/Fw water from Wu et al.70 The self-diffusion coefficient, D∞, was computed with three different
box sizes (25, 50 and 75Å) and extrapolated to infinite size. The water residence time, τ , was computed
by counting the water exchanges during 20 ns long simulations where the frames were recorded every
ps; the solvation shell radius was defined as the position of the first minimum of the corresponding pair
distribution functions. In the case of HCO−3 with the AMOEBA forcefield τ varies slightly depending on
which oxygen is considered, with the fastest exchange rate observed for the Oc–HwOw hydrogen bond and
the slowest for the OcHc–Ow hydrogen bond.

Experiment Rigid ion AMOEBA
Ca2+ rCa−Ow (Å) 2.33–2.4471 2.36 2.37

NOw 6–1071 7.2 7.2
D∞ (10−5 cm2/s) 0.7972 0.95 0.9
τ (ns) 1.1 / 1.673 0.23 0.1

CO2−
3 rC−Ow (Å) 3.3574 3.24 3.55

rC−Hw (Å) 2.6874 2.29/2.74 2.63
NOw 9.174 12.1 10.7
D∞ (10−5 cm2/s) 0.8/0.95575,76 1.0 0.71
τ (ns) – 0.017 0.03

HCO−3 rC−Ow (Å) 3.6 3.6
rO−Ow (Å) 2.7/2.8 2.9
rO−Hw (Å) 1.6/1.8 1.8/2.0
NOw 10.1 11.3
D∞ (10−5 cm2/s) 1.077/1.1875,76 1.7 1.5
τ (ns) 0.004/0.02 0.004/0.01

H2O rOw−Ow (Å) 2.878 2.7 2.8
NOw 4.478 4.5 4.6
D∞ (10−5 cm2/s) 2.3579 2.86 2.36
τ (ns) 0.00571 0.005 0.005
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Table 3: Calcite lattice parameters and dissolution free energy computed with a rigid ion force field30 and
the AMOEBA forcefield developed in this work. Experimental data is also included for comparison.

Rigid ion30 AMOEBA Experiment
a (Å) 4.9398 5.007 4.99180
c (Å) 17.1013 17.053 17.06280
K (GPa) 85 90 73.581
∆Gdis (kJ/mol) 45.1 46.7 48.1/48.582
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Table 4: Comparison of gas phase structural properties and internal energies of binding for clusters. Quan-
tum mechanical data is computed at the ωB97X-D3/ma-def2-QZVPP level of theory. Binding energies
are with respect to the sum of all molecular fragments including the calcium ion, water and bicarbonate,
as appropriate.

Species Quantity QM Rigid ion AMOEBA
Ca(H2O)2+ rCa−Ow (Å) 2.222 2.262 2.186

BE (kJ/mol) -239.1 -208.2 -232.6
Ca(H2O)6

2+ rCa−Ow (Å) 2.383 2.321 2.361
BE (kJ/mol) -1027.4 -1060.6 -1012.8

Ca(H2O)7
2+ rCa−Ow (Å) 2.397-2.462 2.358-2.399 2.381-2.440

BE (kJ/mol) -1103.7 -1141.5 -1083.6
Ca(HCO3)+ rCa−O5 (Å) 2.133/2.154 2.143/2.184 2.167/2.208

BE (kJ/mol) -1319.0 -1115.2 -1282.1
Ca(HCO3)(H2O)5

+ rCa−O5 (Å) 2.369/2.411 2.305/2.514 2.358/2.504
BE (kJ/mol) -1837.6 -1788.4 -1819.6

(HCO3)(H2O)− rO5−H2 (Å) 1.613 1.943 1.789
rO2−H6 (Å) 2.231 2.546 2.296
BE (kJ/mol) -69.3 -52.4 -59.2

(HCO3)(H2O)2
− rO5−H2 (Å) 1.701/1.829 1.766/1.842 1.820/1.963

BE (kJ/mol) -141.0 -122.7 -133.0
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Table 5: CaCO0
3 pairing enthalpy and entropy obtained by a linear fit of the data reported in Figure 9.

The errors are the uncertainties obtained from the linear fitting of the data points, while the error for
∆G(300K) is the 95% confidence interval

∆H (kJ/mol) ∆S (J/mol K) ∆G(300K) (kJ/mol)
Plummer & Busenberg83 21.0 ± 3 133 ± 9 -19.0 ± 0.9
Kellermeier8 8.5 ± 2 88 ± 8 -18.0 ± 0.3
Forcefield8 12.4 ± 2 118 ± 5 -23.0 ± 0.3
AMOEBA 28.4 ± 4 152 ± 12 -17.3 ± 0.7
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Table 6: CaHCO+
3 pairing enthalpy and entropy obtained by a linear fit of the data reported in Figure 9.

The errors are the uncertainties obtained from the linear fitting of the data points, while the error for
∆G(300K) is the 95% confidence interval

∆H (kJ/mol) ∆S (J/mol K) ∆G(300K) (kJ/mol)
Plummer & Busenberg83 8.4 ± 1 49 ± 4 -6.2 ± 0.9
Martynova84 20.4 ± 1 93 ± 3 -7.5 ± 0.3
Jacobson & Langmuir85 24.6 ± 1 102 ± 5 -6.0 ± 0.3
Forcefield 6.0 ± 2 35 ± 7 -4.5 ± 0.3
AMOEBA 10.3 ± 2 61 ± 7 -8.0 ± 0.7
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Table 7: Formation free energy for CaCO0
3 clusters of increasing sizes compared to the free energy of

isolated ion pairs using the average of all possible pathways (∆ Isolated) and per ion pair added to the
first one (∆n Isolated)

Rigid ion forcefield AMOEBA
∆fG (kJ/mol) Cluster ∆ Isolated ∆n Isolated Cluster ∆ Isolated ∆n Isolated
CaCO0

3 -23.0 0 0 -17.3 0 0
(CaCO0

3)2 -51.4 -5.4 -5.4 -41.9 -8.8 -8.8
(CaCO0

3)3 -80.4 -11.4 -5.7 -76.3 -15.2 -7.6
(CaCO0

3)4 -115.8 -23.8 -7.9 -104.9 -25.2 -8.4
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Figure 1: Radial pair distribution functions between carbonate and water computed using the rigid ion

force field from Ref. 30, the polarizable AMOEBA force field developed in this work, DFT (BLYP-D3)

calculations performed in this work with CP2K and literature DFT (BLYP) calculations performed with

CPMD86
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Figure 2: Radial pair distribution functions between bicarbonate and water computed using the rigid

ion and the polarizable AMOEBA force field developed in this work, using DFT (BLYP-D3) calculations

performed in this work with CP2K and literature DFT (BLYP) calculations performed with CPMD86
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Figure 3: Pairing free energy between calcium and bicarbonate (top) and between calcium and carbonate

(bottom) at 300K computed with the rigid ion force field (purple line) and the AMOEBA polarizable

model (green). The dashed lines represent the analytic solution for the pairing free energy of two point

charges interacting via a screened electrostatic potential.
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Figure 4: Free energy landscape for ion pairing of calcium carbonate computed at the PBE-D3/TZ2P

level of theory. The free energy (in kJ/mol relative to the most stable state) is plotted as a function of

two collective variables; the Ca-C distance (x-axis) and the Ca-O(water) coordination number (y-axis).

Contour lines are shown at intervals of 2.5 kJ/mol.
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Figure 5: Free energy versus Ca-C distance for calcium carbonate in water in the region spanning the

contact and solvent-shared ion pairs. Two curves are shown; one for PBE-D3 computed with 2D umbrella

sampling, and a second for BLYP-D3 from multiple walker metadynamics.
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Figure 6: Calcium carbonate pairing free energy computed using the rigid ion forcefield with a partial

charge transfer from the carbonate oxygen atoms to the calcium atom. In order to facilitate the comparison

of the relative stability of the contact and solvent-shared ion pair states, the zero of free energy curves

have been set to that of the monodentate contact ion pair state. The dashed line is the analytic solution

and the horizontal black line is just a guide to the eye.
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Figure 7: Free energy versus Ca-C distance for calcium carbonate ion pairing in water in the region spanning

the barrier between the contact and solvent-shared states. Results at the PBE-D3 and PBE0(50%)-D3

levels of theory are shown as obtained from 1-D umbrella sampling using configurations initially taken

from the 2-D sampling at the PBE-D3 level where the Ca water coordination number umbrella was set to

5.
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Figure 8: Calcium carbonate pairing free energy as a function of temperature computed with the AMOEBA

force field developed in this work (circles). The purple diamonds are the experimental data from Plummer

and Busenberg,83 the blue squares are the simulated pairing free energy using a classical non-polarizable

force field developed using the same protocol followed in this work8,30 and the green circles are the ex-

perimental data from Ref. 8. Solid lines have been obtained with a least squares fit of the points, see

Table 5. The black dashed line represents the best estimate of the temperature dependence of the pairing

free energy from the IUPAC-NIST Solubility Data Series,82 which was obtained from a critical evaluation

of all the experimental data.
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Figure 9: Calcium bicarbonate pairing free energy as a function of temperature computed with the rigid ion

and polarizable AMOEBA forcefield developed in this work (squares and circles, respectively) compared

with the experimental data from Plummer and Busenberg83 (diamonds) Martynova et al.84 (triangles)

and Jacobson and Langmuir85 (stars). The black dashed line represents best estimate of the temperature

dependence of the pairing free energy from the IUPAC-NIST Solubility Data Series,82 which was obtained

from a critical evaluation of all the experimental data.
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Figure 10: Simulation pathways for the calculation of the stability of calcium carbonate clusters of different

sizes. The black numbers have been obtained with the rigid ion force field and the blue ones with the

AMOEBA force field developed here. The arrows indicate the addition mechanisms to form the multiple

ion clusters, either by direct addition of an ion pair or via a two step process.
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